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Objective:
Exposes students to UNIX/Linux systems and network programming with an emphasis on practical programming problems 
and experience. Help students prepare for future programming careers by exposing them to Python. Knowledge of concepts 
related to networking, low level (sockets based) network programming, as well as a variety of web programming concepts.  
Strong programming skills,  specifically  in  the development  of  sockets  based network programs.  Introduce students  to 
concurrent programming models that are used for building scalable servers, including an emphasis on synchronization of  
threads and processes using both semaphores and message passing. 

Topic 1: Python Basic     10 hrs
Installing python,Scope and uses of python,  Accessing python interpreter,importing modules and getting helps, Basic data 
types: number, string, list, tuple, dictionary and sets. Python input and output,  Decision making and looping in Python(if, 
elif, else, while, for). Functions, class and object, Exception handling, Files and Directories; reading and writing text files, 
creating and removing directories.

Topic 2: Network Programming Fundamentals         5 hrs 
Network  architecture,  protocol  stack  and  layering,  ip  addressing  and  subnet  mask,  OSI  and  TCP/IP  model,  Internet 
architecture, application programming interface (API), Network addressing, Standard ports, UNIX Networking Commands; 
netstat, ifconfig, ping, traceroute, tcpdump, sock, telnet, rlogin,ssh etc, client server concepts.

Topic 3: Sockets Programing                                  20hrs 
Introduction to sockets,  Type of sockets(Steam and Datagram), address and port,  TCP Socket call  and  UDP Socket call 
block  diagram,  Python  Socket  Module;  socket, bind,  listen,  accept,  connect,  read,  write,  close  ,Basic  example:  TCP 
echoserver and TCP echoclient, UDP echoserver, UDP echoclient,  Python Chat server and Chat client, Handling multiple 
clients at once; the select module, python Threading module. 

Topic 4:Advanced Network Programing        10hrs 
Python and the web,  CGI, Twisted (networking framework for Python ),  some popular python modules: smtplib, httplib, 
poplib, Programming for the Web; Retrieving web pages with http, Parsing HTML data, XML and XMLRPC, Electronic 
mail; sending mail, Developing Network server program.

LABORATORY:
1. Familiarization on python interpreter. 
2. Implementation of list, tuple and dictionaries.
3. Object oriented programing in Python (concept of class and object).
4. Simple echo-server and echo-client implementing both TCP and UDP socket.
5. Write a program to Obtain The Local & Remote Socket Address. 
6. Write a program to Write A Telnet Client. 
7. Write a program to Make An FTP Client 
8. Implement basic chat server and client.
9. Write a program to Obtain The Information About The (A) Host (B) Network (C) Protocols (D) Domains 
10. Chat server and client with select and threading module.
11. Design TCP client and server application to transfer file .
12. Design a RPC application to add and subtract a given pair of integers 
13. Implement the web server in python.
14. You will use Python to build a simple peer-to-peer file transfer program called ZapTorrent.
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